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PREMIER
performers

Coburn’s Named
2019 Ruud Platinum Premier
Performance Distributor
When you choose Coburn’s, you get a team of Ruud experts who will
match you with the right products for every project. We always strive
to provide the best products, services and support to our dealers.
Now, Coburn’s has achieved the status of Ruud Platinum Premier
Performer, and it’s all thanks to your support!
Ruud’s Premier Performers are measured on key criteria, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service & Training Commitment
Year over Year Unitary Growth
High SEER Product Mix
Ductless Support
Replacement Parts Growth
A/C Gas Residential & Commercial
Market Share Performance

COBURNS.COM
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The only thing that’s changed,
is everything.

YORK ® AFFINITY ™ PREMIUM RESIDENTIAL SYSTEMS

The first high-efficiency residential split systems
to feature built-in Charge Assurance™.
Whoever said “some things never change” obviously wasn’t in the HVAC
industry. YORK® knows the importance of keeping our products at the
leading edge. The Affinity™ series is smarter, more connected and more
efficient than ever before. Built-in Charge Assurance™ and Climate Set™
technologies will change your business and your profitability.
With 66 locations throughout the region, Solar Supply is proud to be
the resource contractors turn to for YORK® products.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SOLAR SUPPLY DISTRIBUTOR FOR COMPLETE DETAILS:
SOLARSUPPLYYORK.COM

jci10361-YORKAdSolarSupply-July-D22a.indd 1

6/22/20 5:12 PM
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WE MAKE IT EASY
to do business

Privately-Owned Business
Easy Ordering - Text or Call, or Order Online!
Better Dealer Programs + Benefits
Fast, Friendly Service
Dedicated Technical Support Team
Free Same-Day Deliveries
Hassle-Free Warranties... and more!

S
PLUClose
more high-efficiency sales with dealer programs from Century and Ruud:
CenterPoint & Entergy
Utility Rebates

Extended
Warranty Program

Fall CashBack
Rebate Program

0% Synchrony
Financing

Register to claim free money
offered by utility companies on
new system installs. Programs
end November 30th or when
funds are depleted.

Give your customers peace
of mind with this transferable
extension of the factory’s parts
warranty. Labor only coverage
option is also available.

Incentive your customers
to upgrade their system
with rebates from Ruud of
up to $625 on qualifying
high-efficiency systems.

Dealers can take advantage
of zero interest financing
offers by Synchrony.
Contact your sales rep for
more information.

Angleton • Barker Cypress • Bay City • Beltway • Conroe • Lufkin • Gulfton • Humble • Katy • League City • Stuebner • West 43rd • Winkler
Cedar Park • Dallas • Fort Worth • La Feria • Lewisville • Mansfield • Mesquite • Richardson • South Austin • San Marcos • San Antonio • Waco • West San Antonio

Shop Online 24/7 at CENTURYAC.COM d
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Product News

Mitsubishi Electric Trane HVAC US M-Series SUZ Universal Outdoor Unit Now Available with
Hyper-Heating INVERTER® (H2i®) Technology
Electric heat pump technology for cold climates
Suwanee,

–

Refrigerant Flow (VRF) heating

The single zone outdoor

Trane

and cooling systems, announces

unit is part of the M-Series

Available in 9,000, 12,000,

maintaining performance at

HVAC US (METUS), the

the expansion of the SUZ

product line from METUS,

15,000 and 18,000 BTU/H

outdoor temperatures as low

exclusive provider of Zoned

universal outdoor unit to include

which includes indoor units,

capacities,

with

as -13 degrees Fahrenheit. At

expand the M-Series product

Comfort Solutions® and a

Hyper-Heating INVERTER®

outdoor units and controls

H2i

delivers

5 degrees Fahrenheit outdoors,

line and the range of indoor

leading supplier of Variable

(H2i®) technology.

for

indoor comfort in extreme

the system is designed to

unit options available to our

Mitsubishi

Ga.

Electric

residential

and

light

commercial

applications.

the

SUZ

technology

cold

weather

conditions

deliver up to 100% of its rated
heating capacity.
“We’re

pleased

to

customers by offering the
SUZ

with

hyper-heating

performance,” said Mitul Patel,
director of residential product
management,

Mitsubishi

Electric Trane HVAC US.
“Through the use of H2i
technology, our heat pumps
reliably deliver warmth and
comfort

in

cold

climates

where older heat pumps have
struggled. The SUZ works
with a broad range of indoor

It’s not just a summer thing.

units,

giving

homeowners

in all regions more efficient,
all-electric equipment for their
indoor heating needs which
reduces their dependence on
fossil fuels.”
Ideal for residential or
light commercial applications,
the SUZ outdoor unit is
designed with a built-in base
heater and Blue Fin anticorrosion coating over the
coils. SUZ with H2i® is now
available for use with the
following indoor units and
capacities:
• SLZ-KF 2’x2’ four-way
ceiling cassette with 3D i-see
Sensor® in 9, 12, 15 and 18
KBTU/H
• EZ

FIT™

recessed

ceiling cassette (MLZ) in 9, 12
and 18 KBTU/H
• SEZ-KD

low-static

ducted unit in 9, 12, 15 and 18
KBTU/H
• PEAD

mid-static

ducted unit in 9, 12, 15 and 18
KBTU/H
• SVZ

multi-position

air handler unit in 12 and 18

High Wall

Ceiling Cassette

Console

Floor-Ceiling

Slim Duct

KBTU/H
For
about

greecomfort.com

outdoor

more

the

information

SUZ

unit

universal

and

other

heating and cooling solutions
from

Mitsubishi

Electric

Trane HVAC US, visit www.
mitsubishicomfort.com.
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Why You Need a Business Soul Mate
I love running my own business,

member of your advisory board, bring

going to be bored by the fine details

While the positive attitude is good, find

getting to do things “my way” …

people into your circle who are not

of contracts, procedures, etc. I can

someone to raise a red flag when they

most of the time. You see, in order

just like you. Follow these principals

promise, make resolutions, and try to

see a potential obstacle in the path.

to be successful, I need to also listen

to create your Business Yin-Yang.

focus on the extremely fine print, but

• As a visionary you can inspire

to the opinions of others. Who are

Remember even someone who seems

I am not going to. So finding someone

others to action, but you can also be

these “others?” They are people who

to be your complete opposite, should

who is the opposite, who dot’s every

blinded by the big picture as you focus

can complement my weaknesses and

share some common ground with you.

“i” and crosses every “t” is a good

on the objectives and general path.

have skills to fill my blind spots. They

For example, I tend to see myself

candidate for my other half.

Look for someone who sees the steps

as more of a Yang, positive, active, and

are the Yang to my Yin.

Here are a few more ideas, but

and enjoys building the process.

What Is Yin-Yang?

always looking ahead. I need a yin who

With roots dating back to China

is more grounded and practical to help

• Do you tend to work quickly?

with a high need for perfection? When

in 1300 BCE, Yin-yang refers to

me think through the obstacles that

Great! You can get a lot of things done

you finally finish your product will be

a concept where opposite forces

might lie ahead. So while their more

in a short amount of time. You need

awesome, but the opportunity will pass

are seen as interconnected and

methodical approach may make me

to have someone on your team who

you by. Find someone who will help

counterbalancing.

crazy sometimes, the shared interest

is accurate and will catch the mistakes

you launch a minimally viable product,

Together the two halves make a

in growing entrepreneurial enterprises

you make along the way.

get feedback and refine again..

whole, and while one is mostly dark

gives us a common language and

and the other is mostly light there is a

starting point.

Yin,
femininity,

represents
passivity,

darkness,
and

• Are you an introvert, perhaps
someone who prefers to work alone?

How do you find your

little bit of each in the other.

this is not exhaustive by any means.

other half?

• Are you a stickler for details,

Lorraine Ball
Marketing
strategist,
Lorraine Ball leads the
crazy, creative and very
talented team at Roundpeg.
( w w w. r o u n d p e g . b i z ) ,
a digital agency specializing
supporting
the
service
industry.
Ready to take your
marketing up a notch?
Request a marketing audit
today. 317-569-1396

Be prepared to fight a bit,

listen a bit, and learn a lot!

There will be tough questions to

You need an extrovert in your life,

Once you start bringing people

answer. The ideas you can defend are

someone who enjoys getting out,

into your business who have different

the ones worth pursuing. This works

meeting

styles, perspectives, and talents be

when you approach each conflict by

prepared to compromise. You are going

looking for the common ground. It is

people,

and

managing

the

You will need to start with a little

light,

introspection and make a list of all

masculinity, activity, and the heavens.

your weaknesses. Be honest, or this

• Optimists (like me) believe

to bump into the conflicting opinions.

there, somewhere. And finally, you

Do you have a Business

just won’t work. Then pick a weakness

every project will be easy, every client

If you commit to building a complete

will need to accept the idea you don’t

or two you know you aren’t likely to

will pay on time, and everything can

business, you will need to face some

always know the best answer but you

change. For example, I am always

be completed in the time remaining.

uncomfortable conversations.

earth. Yang represents

Yin-Yang?
Whether it is your next hire or a

MAKE

YO U R

SELF

CO M F

O R TA

BLE

staff issues.

can find it with the Yin to your Yang.

Mitsubishi
Mini-Splits
Available

ACES A/C Supply Inc. is your source for
Mitsubishi product, training, and technical
information.
We’re here to help you get it right.
5801 South Loop East
420 East Tidwell
5248 Brittmoore Rd.
601 Spring Hill Drive
Houston, Tx 77033
Houston, TX 77022
Houston, TX 77041
Spring, TX 77386
713-738-3800
713-691-5170
713-849-4070
281-907-5000
3835 Stahl Road
6814 Alamo Downs Pkwy 2845 Business Park Drive 1810 Rutherford Lane
San Antonio, TX
Buda, TX 78610
Austin, TX 78754
San Antonio, TX 78238
78217
512-441-8998
512-832-7881
210-457-5272

10155 Mula Rd.
Stafford, TX 77477
281-977-6980
1157 Hendricks Rd.
Corpus Christi, TX
78417
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CHICAGO | JAN 25-27 2021
Held alongside ASHRAE Winter Conference

We’re on for Chicago
First and foremost, we want to thank the HVACR industry for its
response and resilience during these unprecedented times. We are
proud to see our industry professionals navigate with such dedication
and expertise. For almost a century, the AHR Expo has played an
essential role in bringing the entire HVACR community together and
we don’t plan on stopping now. AHR Expo Show Management, our
industry partners, endorsing organizations and industry colleagues are
committed to hosting a safe event experience in January 2021.

Visit ahrexpo.com for updates and free registration
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HUB8

A Complete and Convenient Solution
Smart Refrigeration Probes
Deluxe Kit w/ Vacuum Gauge

Service and Charge Refrigeration and A/C Systems
Real-Time Target Superheat Calculation
Wireless Vacuum Gauge included

Free App
“UEi Hub”

WOT2
Wireless Outside
Temperature

Probe
Pipe
Temperature
Clamp

WPC1

Pipe e Probe
Temperatur

WPC1 Clamp

800-547-5740
www.ueitest.com

Wireless Hygrometer

Wireless Pressure Probe

Wireless Vacuum Gauge Probe Wireless Pipe Clamp

Magnets secure Hygrometer to plenum
and the position lock holds probe in
optimum air stream path.

Pass thru port hook up, no hoses or
adapters needed. 180° articulation
allows access in tight spaces.

Instant warm up and response time
with an oil contamination and sensor
failure detection.

Narrow head for tight spaces with a
thermally isolated sensor for greater
accuracy.

Outdoor Temperature Probe

Magnetic hanger allows for temperature
measurements in direct air stream.
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Product News

ESAB Miniarc Rogue Compact Stick/Lift Tig Inverter Offers Industry-Best
Combination of Performance, Price
Annapolis Junction, Md. – ESAB Welding & Cutting

Miniarc Rogue’s adjustable hot start function increases

Products has introduced the Miniarc Rogue ES 180i, a

current beyond the set value for a few milliseconds to help

new portable and affordable Stick/Lift TIG inverter with

establish the arc. It especially helps with low-hydrogen

professional arc performance and controls such as adjustable

electrodes, which can be notoriously difficult-to-start. Its

hot start, adjustable arc force and power factor correction. The

adjustable arc force control increases amperage when the

unit weighs 18.2 lbs., measures 13.5 x 6 x 10.4 in., delivers a

voltage drops below a preset threshold. As a result, operators

maximum output of 180 amps at 25 percent duty cycle and uses

can hold a shorter arc length without the electrode sticking,

115 – 230V 50/60 Hz primary power.

which is beneficial when welding in narrow gaps, in corners

Miniarc Rogue’s next-level control technology produces a

and out-of-position.

smooth welding arc with all types of Stick electrodes, including

Compared to other welders, Miniarc Rogue features a

E70818 and E6010, and it has the power to run 5/32-in.

higher open circuit voltage (OCV) of 78V, so it promotes better

electrodes. The Lift TIG (DC TIG) function provides positive

Stick arc starts.

arc starts without the use of high frequency. It delivers a stable

Miniarc Rogue comes with a shoulder strap, plastic case

TIG arc down to 10 amps, giving welders the control they need

and rugged work cable and electrode holder. Its digital meters

to work on thin metal or delicate components. Users include

are visible up from 75 ft. away, and an optional remote controller

mechanical contractors and those in general fabrication,

allows users to adjust current settings without needing to go

HVAC, maintenance and repair, rental, process pipe, food/

back to the machine. A robust fiberglass-molded housing is

beverage, farming and home workshops.
“Miniarc Rogue will cause the industry to re-think its
perception of power, performance and price in the compact

automatic input voltage compensation ensures a steady welding

built to withstand impact, and the weather resistant, IP23S

arc throughout the entire input power range, making it ideal for

rating makes the unit suitable for use in tough applications.

use with generator power, which often fluctuates.

At ESAB, we exist to shape the future of welding and

Stick/TIG inverter category,” says Jay Coubrough, Director

Miniarc Rogue features power factor correction (PFC),

cutting. We connect fabricators with the widest range of

of Product Marketing, ESAB. “Other welders with its features

so it draws less primary current. As a result, users can use a

products under our industry-leading brand portfolio with the

can cost twice as much.”

smaller circuit breaker and reduce the worry of nuisance trips

latest technologies to solve virtually any industry challenge —

Professional Features

when welding at full output. Using the latest technology PFC

then we back it up with our knowledge, experience and passion

Miniarc Rogue’s 115 – 230V primary power flexibility

circuit also enables welding with up to 110 yards of cable

to help them be more productive than ever before. To learn

extensions, further increasing location flexibility.

more, visit esab.com.

enables users to work in a wide variety of locations. Flexible

“We have the parts and equipment to do the job!”

New AirEase and Concord
Dealer Programs!

Concord and AirEase are wholly owned subsidiaries of Lennox International Inc.

STAFFORD

3535 S. Main
Stafford, TX 77477
281-499-3377

I-10

10814 East Freeway
Houston, TX 77029
713-671-0114

AIRLINE

4315 Airline Drive
Houston, TX 77022
713-681-9787

ALVIN

225 West Coombs Drive
Alvin, TX 77511
281-585-2600

BRENHAM

1700 Buchannan Street
Brenham, TX 77833
979-830-5056

GULF FREEWAY

8485 Gulf Freeway
Houston, TX 77017
713-920-2222

1960

10509 FM 1960 W
Houston, TX 77070
281-890-2108
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR
MORE INFORMATION
www.transtaracsupply.com

NOW HIRING
EXPERIENCED
COUNTER SALES AND
WAREHOUSE POSITIONS
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ACCA Wins the 2020 ASAE Power of A Silver Award
already in the field to advance their education.

Conditioning

to attend to the needs of their customers. ACCA joined President

Contractors of America (ACCA) is proud to announce

Trump and his Administration on July 25, 2019, for the one-year

The Power of A was founded in 2009 as a campaign to educate

that the American Society of Association Executives

anniversary of the Pledge to America’s Workers, and on behalf of

the presidential administration and Congress about the influence

Power

its members, ACCA pledged to create 75,000 opportunities over

that associations have over policymaking and other aspects of

its Workforce

the next 5 years for American students and workers, whether

society. ASAE’s Power of Service Awards, the industry’s highest

through apprenticeship and work-based learning, continuing

honor, recognizes the association community’s most valuable

Technology within the HVACR industry is constantly

education, on-the-job, training, and re-skilling. For the HVACR

contributions on the local, national, and global levels. In the

evolving, and technicians need to have the proper skills in order

industry to thrive, it must both attract new talent and help those

long run, the Power of A aims to recognize those associations

Arlington,

VA

(ASAE)

has selected

of

Silver

A:

–

The

ACCA

Award

as

recipient

Air

an

ASAE

for

Development Initiative.

and industry professionals who contribute to the workforce,

Full Disclosure
WE ARE AMERICAN, MADE IN FLORIDA,

U.S.A.

economy, and greater community. While there are 64,000 trade
and professional associations in the U.S., ACCA goes above and
beyond to differentiate itself from other organizations by offering
its members tools and resources to help fill jobs in the trades, due to
retirement, and anticipated growth in the industry 115,000 people will be needed by 2022 to fill HVACR
workforce opportunities.
“Congratulations to ACCA on being named among
the very best organizations that go above and beyond their
tax-exempt purpose to improve society and our quality of
life in America and abroad,” said ASAE President and CEO
Susan Robertson, CAE. “This has been a very trying year
for associations, but even amid a months-long pandemic,
associations are proving that positive change can happen.
More than ever, the Power of Associations is on full display in
this

year’s

award-winning

programs,

providing

tangible evidence that associations will help lead the
way

toward

economic

and

societal

recovery

in

the

months ahead.”
“We are honored to have received this prestigious award,”
said Barton James, ACCA president and CEO. “ACCA works
tirelessly on behalf of its members to make sure we are
constantly innovating and providing the necessary resources that
our ever-changing industry requires. ACCA is at the forefront
of workforce development, and this initiative helps to secure
the future of HVACR and to keep millions of Americans safe,
healthy, and comfortable.”
To learn more about ACCA’s Workforce Development
resources, visit www.acca.org/workforce
For more information on all of the 2020 Power of A winners,
visit www.thepowerofa.org/awards

Private Labeling Hides True Origins
Global is Proud to Employ American Workers
who are just like you!
Scan to See the AmRad Difference!

WE BELIEVE IN SUPPORTING AMERICA,
AMERICAN MANUFACTURING AND THE AMERICAN WORKER
w w w . G l o b a l T h e S o u r c e . c o m

|

P h o n e :

8 0 0 . 5 3 1 . 5 9 6 7

Venstar_EveryBudgetAppl_ACT_TX_F5.qxp 6/15/20 6:07 PM Page 1
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We Have a WiFi Thermostat for
Every Budget and Every Application.

Explorer Mini

Explorer

ColorTouch

WiFi Temp Sensor

From our Explorer® Mini, the smallest and most affordable WiFi thermostat on the market,
to our premium Explorer, offering unmatched flexibility with even a model
designed just for classrooms, to our award-winning ColorTouch®, Venstar has
the right solution for you. No matter what line you choose, users can control
their thermostats anytime, anywhere with our free Skyport® Mobile App. And our free
Skyport Web App unlocks multiple features, including 365-day programming, global
changes, geofencing, runtime graphs and temperature-alert notifications. Our ultra
low-power WiFi Mini Temperature Sensor provides even more visibility as it remotely
monitors indoor and outdoor temperatures. With its long battery life, you’ll always have
complete climate control. All Venstar connected thermostats have a local API to work with
most automation systems, plus they are compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant.

At work, school, or home, WiFi technology has never been more flexible or affordable.

www.venstar.com

Find Venstar products at the HVACR distributor below.
Texas

www.inscohvac.com

Abilene
Arlington
Austin
Austin
Brownsville
Corpus Christi
Dallas
Del Rio
Denton
De Soto
El Paso
Ft. Worth

1810 Pecan Street
3210 Dalworth
2929 Longhorn Blvd, Ste 103
6301 E. Stassney Lane
224 Industrial Drive
5439 Greenwood Drive
10490 Shady Trail, Ste 100
2307 N. Main
1706 Shady Oaks
640 E. Centre Park Blvd
11500 Rojas Dr., Ste A & C
399 North Beach Street

325-673-2660
817-649-7866
512-837-3091
512-441-9893
956-546-8800
361-851-8821
214-350-7913
830-774-1545
940-380-9199
214-467-8130
915-779-3475
817-834-5542

Garland
Georgetown
Grapevine
Harlingen
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Kerrville
Laredo
Lubbock
McAllen
New Braunfels

3775 Marquis Drive #101
40110 Industrial Park Circle
1300 Minters Chapel, Ste 500
401 N.T. Street, Ste B
10460 S Sam Houston Pkwy West
14820 North Freeway, Ste 500
14900 Hempstead Rd., Ste 300
5921 South Loop East
1905 Junction Hwy
6301 McPherson Road
702 E. 46th Street
1218 East Laurel Ave
1223-B Industrial Drive

972-276-5532
512-863-0525
682-223-6700
956-425-1120
713-335-5475
713-358-3737
713-462-3737
713-645-6726
830-895-2800
956-726-0541
806-762-4088
956-686-3786
830-625-7743

San Angelo
San Antonio
San Antonio
San Antonio
San Antonio
San Antonio
Tyler
Victoria
Wichita Falls

914 Arroyo Drive
1302 S. Alamo
15938 University Oak
222 Recoleta
2403 Freedom Drive
6896 Alamo Downs Pkwy, Ste 900
3805 Timms Street, Ste 300
3803 N John Stockbauer
206 Waco Street

325-224-4276
210-223-2681
210-581-7350
210-824-9551
210-828-9981
210-523-1244
903-561-8080
361-576-4101
940-766-0225

Oklahoma

Oklahoma City 3407 E. Reno

405-670-1326
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Partner with Locke Supply Company.
An Employee owned supply company that is dedicated
to helping you profitably grow your business.
We offer:
• Well stocked stores

• Apparel allowance

• Fast, friendly service

• Factory tours

• Free Job site delivery • Dealer lead program
• Open on Saturdays
• Free tech support
• No hassle warranties

• Business development
programs
• Free digital selling
tool and load
calculation

• Dealer rebate
program on
• Full line of residential
Armstrong equipment
and commercial
• Marketing funds
equipment
We have been deemed as a essential service and our all of our locations are
open to take care of your HVAC needs.
We offer Walk-in, Curbside and deliveries at all of our locations.
We are maintaining high standards of hygiene and cleanliness, upholding a
safe environment for all by:
• Increasing the frequency of cleaning

• Safe hygiene practices

• Maintaining social distancing

5119 Plains Blvd
806-467-8950
FAX 806-467-8965

1605 W. Pioneer Parkway
817-785-0007
FAX 817-785-0008

512 Harwood Road
817-282-1365
FAX 817-282-1362

7917 W. Camp Bowie Blvd.
817-244-3340
FAX 817-244-3343

719 N. Hampton Rd.
Suite 201
DeSoto, Tx 75115
972-230-0840

2001 S. Fort Worth Dr.
940-484-4323 1-800-577-9115
FAX 940-484-4812

2350 Crist Road, suite 300A
469-209-7614
FAX 469-209-7615

2404 Avenue K
972-578-9688 1-800-451-4333
FAX 972-578-6087

Southwest Corner of Avondale & Plains Blvd

1425 W. Moore Avenue
972-551-2823
FAX 972-551-0459
Over 160 Branch Locations

U.S. 75 Highway

Open 7:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Monday thru Friday
7:30 A.M. - 12 NOON
Saturday
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The Texas Air Conditioning Contractors Association (TACCA) is a contractor-focused
organization committed to a strong HVAC industry in Texas. With more than 50 years’ experience
helping contractors benefit from programs that include technical training, state-approved continuing
education, and advocacy at state and local levels, TACCA continues to set the standard for the
HVAC/R trade in Texas.

TACCA Quarterly Update
So far, it has been a doozy of a year. Raging wildfires, earthquakes, record heat, hurricanes,
protests and rioting, political division, economic uncertainty, and a global pandemic. Whew! Many of us
have gone through a range of emotions including concern, stress, and boredom. Some of us have been
greatly affected by the events of the last few months, and some have hardly felt the impact. Some of us
helped our children or grandchildren through school last year and are now trying to figure out what is
best for our families as school has started back up with options for in-person and virtual learning. Plans
and goals have been disrupted, not only for me and for TACCA, but for our members and their
businesses. 2020 has been a tough year. And yet, when I see drive-by birthday parades, a drive-thru
graduation celebration or baby shower, or a local DJ who puts on a fun, family-friendly, online dance
party every Saturday to raise funds for Feeding America or the local food bank, or when a few people
learn students at a low-income school are starting school at home without everything they need and
organize a school supply and food drive, it’s easier to let that concern, stress and boredom transform
into hope and excitement for the future. And maybe give a little leeway for those missed goals.
Here are some of TACCA’s accomplishments made this quarter:

Texas Air Conditioning
Contractors Association
13706 Research #214
Austin, Texas 78750
800.998.HVAC (4822)
www.tacca.org

• Completed a website redesign including a new

• Participated in Texas Workforce Coalition

resources tab and several new pages of content

meeting to discuss discretionary emergency

– Associate Member Directory, TACCA’s Story

relief funds available under the CARES Act that

(history), TACCAPAC, and Member Benefits

could be granted for workforce development.

Program. Take a look at www.tacca.org.
• Co-hosted an HR Best Practices webinar with
TACCA Greater San Antonio, which is available

• Drafted two handouts for use during COVID –
guidance for employers and for technicians –
and a resource guide.
• Signed letters that ACCA prepared to help

to view on our website.
• Published the 2020-2021 Member Directory,

TACCA Local Chapters

which was sent out to members in August.

Abilene
Coastal Bend
Greater Austin
Greater Houston
Greater San Antonio
Greater Waco
High Plains
North Texas
Rio Grande Valley
South Plains

• Cancelled 20 continuing education and exam
prep classes in March, April, May and June, as
well as the 2020 Annual Conference that was

ensure HVAC contractors were treated as
essential service providers and to support
timely payment delivery of Payment Protection
Program loans.
• Drafted and sent regular emails to members

planned for October. TACCA has resumed all

covering Families First Coronavirus Response

scheduled classes as well as hosting new

Act (FFCRSA), Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and

virtual continuing education classes for

Economic Security (CARES) Act, essential

contractors who are unable to go to in-person

service provider designation, disaster loan

classes.

information, unemployment information, Texas

• Observed the TDLR ACR Contractors Advisory
Board meeting where there was discussion to
move to 2018 versions of Manual D, J and S and
an overview of the Sunset Review staff report.

Comptroller and IRS tax payment assistance,
Paycheck Protection Program, TDLR CE waivers
• Completed leadership training for the board of
directors

This month, TDLR announced the proposed

• Started to identify topics for the 2021 CE course.

rules change to move to the 2018 versions and

• Completed an exhaustive review of the Bylaws

TACCA published this announcement and

of the organization.

opportunity to comment to members.

TACCA Training Opportunities for 2020
TACCA Welcomes the
following new members.
Thank you for your support!
Airboss, LLC – Rockport
JB Warranties – Texas
JB Warranties – Austin
JB Warranties – North Texas
Lennox Industries – Fresno

Looking for an HVAC CE or license exam prep course? TACCA has been the leader in education
for the HVAC industry in Texas for more than 50 years. We offer eight (8) hours of state-approved
continuing education for contractors. Our instructors are knowledgeable and receive high ratings
from our course attendees.
All CE classes have resumed with limited capacity, per state guidelines. See page B5 for
upcoming continuing education opportunities and page B8 for exam prep course dates.

TDLR Proposed Rules Amendments
The Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation (Department) proposes amendments to an
existing rule at 16 Texas Administrative Code (TAC), Chapter 75, §75.110, regarding the Air Conditioning
and Refrigeration Program. The proposed rule is necessary to align the program's applicable codes with
currently recognized national standards and to provide clarity and consistency for the Department's
licensees. The proposed rule was published in the August 7, 2020, issue of the Texas Register (45
TexReg 5467). The Department will accept comments on the proposal until September 7, 2020.
Mission: To promote quality and professionalism, help our members become more profitable, and

enhance the HVAC/R industry’s image with the consumer
Visit us at www.tacca.org or call 800/998-HVAC (4822) to learn more about
TACCA membership, register for a class or sign up to receive news and information.
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Product News

INFICON Introduces D-TEK® 3
Refrigerant Leak Detector
Refrigerant and CO2 detection in one reliable unit

Nothing can bring more

taxi” situations really don’t

pride and joy to a parent than

want to be doing all that

a child (mature offspring, not

stuff.) If they don’t, have the

performance of the company’s

a cost-effective alternative

a little kid) who wants to enter

courage to open your hand

D-TEK

Refrigerant

for service technicians that

the family business and does

and let that little bird fly to

Leak Detector that is a

traditionally must carry two

an outstanding job of making

some other tree.

market-leader for refrigeration

separate instruments to cover

it work. At the same time, few

If they do, you next

easy on them because they

and air conditioning service

this range of gasses.

things bring more chagrin

need to ask, Do they have

are the heir apparent, nor can

and anguish than a child who

the smarts and guts to

you be extra hard on them to

enters the family business and

do it? If not, don’t make

make them tough to run the

bungles it all away. So, to

them the president some

show when it is their time.

answer your question…

day. Give them a job, yes,

Select

worldwide.

D-TEK 3 provides user

Recent

driven

in

confidence with a 1 g/year

regulations,

sensitivity which does not

changes

government

Syracuse, NY — The

Family members within a
family-owned business?

by

concerns

Richard Harshaw

Nepotism

can

devastating

effect

have

over

degrade over time. Service

First, does the child

but don’t give them more

a

global warming and ozone

technicians will especially like

really want to be in the

company morale when the

depletion, have led to more

the 10-hour battery life and

responsibility than they can

family business? Ask this

successfully handle or grow

other employees are not

stringent

for

simple field replaceable sensor

question of the child some

into. If you overstep their

family members!

requirements

on

new INFICON D-TEK® 3

refrigerant

checking

that minimize downtime and

time when you have thicker

reach, you will only hurt

Bottom line: If the kid(s)

Refrigerant

Detector

of cooling systems. D-TEK

optimize service calls. D-TEK

skin than normal. I think

them in the long haul and

can do it, bring them in and

provides service technicians

3 can quickly and reliably

3 Refrigerant Leak Detector

that many parents foist their

probably destroy what you

prepare them for the Big Job.

locate CFCs, HCFCs, HFCs

comes with a rugged carrying

family businesses off on

worked so hard to build.

If they can’t, bring them in as

fast, accurate leak detection
that minimizes the cost and

and HFOs, blends (including

case and has a two-year

environmental

A2Ls).

replacement warranty.

Leak

impact

of

In

leak

addition,

with

their children the same way

Third, treat your kids

employees, but find someone

they force their kids to be

in the business no different

else to turn it over to. And

involved in soccer, Tae Kwan

than you would any other

if they don’t wanna, don’t

escaping refrigerants. D-TEK

the optional CO2 sensor,

For more information

Do, scouting, equestrian arts,

employee. This sounds easy

make ‘em. You’ll probably

3 is built on the proven

this hand-held unit can also

reachus@inficon.com, http://

debate clubs, and the like. (A

(or hard, depending on how

damage your family as much

technology and unparalleled

detect CO2 leaks making it

www.inficon.com.

lot of kids in those “mom’s

you see it), but you cannot be

as your business if you do!

Cleaner Indoor Air
Starts With
The Basics
Filter Bases By McDaniel Metals

Counterflow
A small business loan isn’t just about the money.
It’s about making the most of it.
To learn more, visit us at liveoakbank.com/hvac

Horizontal Filter

Fresh Air
Filter Rack

Houston • Dallas • Phoenix
281-987-8400 • mcdanielmetals.com
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Install a GREE ductless system in your customer's getaway.

GREE is the efficient cooling & heating solution

for single and multi-zone applications... no ductwork required.
For expedited service, try ordering ahead on Bakerdist.com or through the
Baker Mobile App. Choose from a variety of delivery/pickup options:
• Delivery
• Curbside Pickup

• Express Pickup

YOUR LOCAL BAKER HAS GREE IN STOCK!
ARKANSAS

LOUISIANA

TEXAS

JONESBORO
3303 MALIBU DR
(870) 268–9500

ALEXANDRIA
3907 PRESCOTT RD
(318) 445-8279

ABILENE
3151 S TREADAWAY BLVD
(325) 670-0699

EL PASO
909 HAWKINS BLVD
(915) 772-1215

LEWISVILLE
845 N MILL ST
(972) 434-3648

GONZALES
2034 S SOUTHLAND AVE
(225) 647-3330

ARLINGTON
2350 E ARBROOK BLVD
(469) 540-7050

FORT WORTH
2300 FRANKLIN DR
(817) 625-1562

LONGVIEW
420 A ENTERPRISE ST
(903) 759-3722

HAMMOND
44567 S AIRPORT RD
(985) 419-8083

AUSTIN
3203 LONGHORN BLVD
(512) 836-9351

GROVES
3500 E PARKWAY ST
(409) 962-0248

MCALLEN
517 EAST CEDAR
(956) 686-9561

HOUMA
325 S VAN AVE
(985) 851-5631

BAYTOWN
4104 ALLENBROOK
(281) 420-1120

HOUSTON
13903 MUSCATINE ST
(713) 453-8129

MCKINNEY
330 INDUSTRIAL BLVD
(972) 548-9706

LAFAYETTE
149 EASY ST
(337) 233-8517

BEAUMONT
1420 N MLK PKWY
(409) 832-3428

HOUSTON
6605 ROXBURGH DR
(832) 626-1462

NACOGDOCHES
2816 SOUTH ST
(936) 560-0565

LAKE CHARLES
3104 COMMON ST
(337) 436-2597

BROWNSVILLE
1931 ANEI CIRCLE
(956) 546-4501

HUMBLE
451 ASRTESIAN PLAZA DR
(281) 540-1044

PARIS
2240 NE LOOP 286
(903) 785-0008

METAIRIE
1050 S LABARRE RD
(504) 828-1172

BRYAN
405 DELLWOOD
(979) 822-1334

KATY
1231 PRICE PLAZA DR
(281) 578-5275

PLANO
624 KRONA DR
(972) 398-6292

MORGAN CITY
1405 SANDRA ST
(985) 385-5711

CORPUS CHRISTI
217 44TH ST
(361) 904-0921

KILLEEN
2931 ATKINSON AVE
(254) 554-6046

ROSENBERG
1117 AVENUE G
(281) 342-9752

SHREVEPORT
7409 MANSFIELD RD
(318) 861-0094

DALLAS
10701 N STEMMONS FWY
(214) 638-5141

LAREDO
2822 E BUSTAMANTE ST
(956) 727-0928

SAN ANTONIO
7007 FAIRGROUNDS PKWY
(210) 987-5501

WEST MONROE
2920 CYPRESS ST
(318) 323-9397

DENTON
3923 MORSE ST
(940) 382-9622

LEAGUE CITY
214 NEWPORT BLVD
(281) 332-0614

SAN ANTONIO
523 URBAN LOOP
(210) 222-8007

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
4200 SECOND ST NW
(505) 884-1460

OKLAHOMA
ARDMORE
410 I STREET NW
(580) 223-1372
OKLAHOMA CITY
2030 NW 7TH ST
(405) 835-3710
TULSA
7601 E 46TH ST
(918) 641-0660

Click. Order. Done.
www.bakerdist.com

Baker Distributing is the original and largest distributor of GREE in the United States.

SAN MARCOS
4794 TRANSPORTATION
WAY
(512) 396-4076
SHERMAN
3800 FRISCO RD
(903) 868-0593
TEXARKANA
1009 N ROBISON RD
(903) 794-2616
TEXAS CITY
831 HWY 146
(409) 948-2800
TYLER
13225 KALLAN AVE
(903) 534-9086
WACO
630 TEXAS CENTRAL
PKWY
(254) 757-3737
WICHITA FALLS
200 CHESTER
(940) 767-2722

w w w.b a ker d i s t .c o m
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LET US HELP YOU KEEP COOL

ALL SUMMER LONG
Corpus Christi

Brownsville

College Station

Corpus Christi
2701 Agnes Street
(361) 882-8896

8051 South Padre Island Dr.
(361) 986-0613

La Feria

Laredo

Pharr

Victoria

4635 Mar Street
(956) 838-0542
13422 E Expressway 83
(956) 797-2035

12201 State Hwy 30
(979) 731-5700

4114 Airpark Drive, #4A
(956) 727-2235

3107 North Sugar Road
(956) 783-1036

3704 Billy Drive
(361) 574-8349

Air Handler ARUF Series,
Multi-Position, Multi-Speed

Single Packaged Air Conditioner
14 SEER, Single-Phase, 5 Ton,
R410A, Horizontal

L93-329

B90-045

Air Conditioning Condensing
Unit 14 SEER, Single-Phase,
2-1/2 Ton, R410A

Ductless Mini Split LV
Series, 18 SEER, Multi-Zone
Heat Pump, R410A

B75-908

B60-816
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The Duct-Free Zone
You are either a good technician or

Profits Using Reviews and Free Online Tools.

say a “picture is worth a thousand words”, well a

a good businessperson…this has been a

I want to share with you some of the items

long-standing belief in HVAC contracting. The

Cindy and I talked about and how they can have

EMAIL MARKETING: We should be

person who is both is a rare commodity who

a positive impact on your business, especially in

getting an email address from every customer

holds the keys to both personal satisfaction and

these difficult times…

so we can send them notices of new products

video must be worth a million words!

WEBSITES: Unless you have been living

and / or services that your business is now

So, can you be both? Can you learn to be a

under a rock for the last 30 years, I think its safe

offering, reminders of preventive maintenance,

good businessperson if you are a good technician

to say we all have realized the value of having

manufacturer and utility rebate programs and

and vice versa?

an online presence. Websites and / or Facebook

information about people in your company

Well, in today’s crazy, mixed up world

pages for our business have become common

(anniversaries, technical classes they have

of COVID, we all are scrambling to reinvent

place and essentially made things like the Yellow

taken, etc.) We need to train our employees to

ourselves and find new avenues of revenue for

Pages, obsolete.

understand that getting an email address from

financial success.

ourselves and our businesses. We all have to

The problem is many of us created

be better businesspeople whether we own an

a website, or had one created, and never

HVAC business, or our business is our family

looked back…
Stagnant

the customer is as important as getting payment
for the job!
BLOGGING: Don’t be afraid, yes YOU
can blog! You don’t have to be Paris Hilton.

…and yes, the sooner we understand that

information can hurt more than help. We need to

Creating a space on your website for discussion

Today. You can download it free of charge at

our family and household need to be operated

keep our websites current and there are a number

of products, technologies and local community

ommmedia.com

like a business…I’m speaking solely financially,

of ways to do that at little to no cost.

issues related to HVAC will engage your

Look, we are always going to be better at

CUSTOMER REVIEWS: We should be

customer…engaged customers = repeat business.

one aspect of our business than another but that

I recently conducted a webinar with Cindy

soliciting customer reviews each and every time

You can watch Cindy and I discuss all these

doesn’t mean we can’t strive to improve, grow

Metzler. Cindy is a marketing, PR, event, and

we complete an installation or service call. Don’t

training professional who helps me, Tradewinds

be afraid of a negative review, its an opportunity

Climate Control Systems and GREE mini split
products maintain a media presence, increase our

the better it will be.

exposure and ultimately grow the GREE mini
split business here in the United States.
The webinar was titled, How to Grow Your

with

Gerry Wagner is the Vice
President of HVAC Technical
Training for Tradewinds Climate
Systems. He has 38 years in the
HVACR industry working in
manufacturing, contracting and now
training. You can contact Gerry by
email:
gwagner@twclimate.com
and also please visit our website:
www.twclimate.com

outdated

and household.

websites

Gerry Wagner

items and more for 1 ½ hour at

and reach for higher levels of success. These
the

odd and unprecedented times we are living in

to address your customer’s dissatisfaction and

TRAINING VIDEO LIBRARY and click

right now can be an opportunity if we let it…

turn a lemon into lemonade.

on video #14, ONLINE TOOLS TO GROW

an opportunity to examine our business…heck,

YOUR PROFITS.

an opportunity to examine ourselves and take

VIDEOS: We all have the ability to create

www.GREEtraining.com

Go

to

a video with our phones and we don’t have to

I also encourage you to get Cindy’s book,

be Martin Scorsese to make a good video. They

10 Essential Tools & Tips To Generate Leads

Right Products
Right Features
Right Price
At Aspen, everything’s right here:
coils and air handlers with all the
options you want, including hassle
free warranties and short lead times.

• Quality products at competitive prices
• 100% tested for worry-free installation
• Manufactured and engineered to meet
the latest energy requirements
• Expert customer service
• Increasing customer profits since 1975

373 Atascocita Rd. Humble, TX 77396 Phone: 281.441.6500 Toll Free: 800.423.9007 Fax: 281.441.6510 www.aspenmfg.com

steps to improve and grow both as technicians
and businesspeople.
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It’s On My Heart: 11 Decisions in 7 Seconds
Here is an interesting

mean high priced, but it does

concept, people make almost

mean high value. People pay

instant decisions about you

for what they value.

when they first see you, one

3. They

decide

size, it all shows success.

have a clipped, tight walking

7. Dressed up: people

style are perceived as neurotic,

that are dressed up are ready

characterized by frustration,

your

for a promotion. What does

anxiety, and depression. A

study says they make 11

sexual

almost

dressed up mean to the service

loose walking style can signal

decisions in 7 seconds, another

instantly, no idea how, but the

industry. Shirts that have logos,

you are adventurous, free to try

said that they decide if they can

study said it happens.

certification

new ideas.

orientation

patches

(yes,

trust you in 50 milliseconds! If

4. Intelligence: if you

they are important and people

9. Larger facial width to

that is the case, we need to be

look them in the eye while

notice them), pants that are

height ratio: you appear more

aware of how we come across

talking, they perceive you

not stained, torn, holes in the

aggressive, perhaps because

to the new customer.

as intelligent. Notice I said

knees. They want to know you

you are frowning more, which

we

perceive, that does not mean

are a hard worker, but your

raises your lower lip and

look happy, lean forward, and

you are smart, it means they

clothes do not have to show it.

lowers your eyebrows. Hint:

smile, we show that we are

believe that is the case. Which

Stop here for a side bar. How

when they ask you how you

trustworthy. The phrase that

is all that really counts. They

can we stay dressed up and

are doing: here is your answer.

the study used was if we are

want someone who can solve

feeling good when we have

Unbelievable. That covers it

“baby faced”, a term that has

the problems they have, and

been in an attic for 4 hours

either way.

a huge array of expressions. At

will pay for that intelligence

prior to showing up on this

any rate, smiling helps.

and experience.

call? Hot and sweaty, dusty,

relaxed, and neat: perception

1. Trustworthy:

2. High

10. Smiling,

energetic,

high

5. Dominance: men who

and frustrated. One way: keep

is that you are religious. Not a

(specifically

have shaved heads or close-

a change of clothes in the truck.

Tommy Hilfiger and Lacoste,

specific type of religious, but

cropped hair will be perceived

As well as some baby wipes.

that you have a higher power.

according to one study) logos

as ones who dominate the

Find a spot to stop and get out

11. Finally, if you are

helped boost our social status.

situation, or sales call, or

of the smelly dirty shirt, wipe

smiling: in 50 milliseconds, they

So would a uniform that has

service call.

down with the baby wipes, put

perceive you as an extrovert.

clothing:

on the clean shirt, pop a couple

Someone who is glad to meet

end

Status:

if

clothing

your company name, and

6. Tailored

even better, your name on it.

people

tailored

of breath mints. Get fresh. You

someone new, not afraid to get

A second-place finish would

clothing appear to be more

will feel better and when you

involved with others problems.

go to those who wear a name

successful. So, the shirt that

feel better it shows.

Which is why you are there.

tag that can be read from 6 feet

is tucked in, pants that fit

8. Loose walking and

away. High status does not

correctly, jacket the correct

standing style: people who

wearing

HVAC WHOLESALER
Serving the Industry for 33 years

ONE STOP DOES IT ALL!

Upon graduating from
the University of Missouri at
Rolla, Hinshaw started his
career in the air conditioning
industry. Hinshaw’s background
includes positions as a
manufacturer’s rep, President
of one of the oldest and largest
air conditioning companies
in Arizona, residential startup specialist for the Carrier
Corporation, and an officer in a
Carrier owned service agency.
Hinshaw
enjoys
training sales, technical, and
management team members with
companies that want to increase
profits and grow to the next
level. He has worked in all areas
of the industry: manufacturer,
distributor, contractor and now
consultant. He has worked
with companies that have sales
in the billions per year and
family owned businesses with
only two employees. He can
help with sales, organizational
issues, marketing, how to set

SEE HINSHAW PG.21

FREEDOM Y MANAGE
THE PROJECT, NOT
T FINANCING.
With FTL, contractors close 30-50% more jobs,
write bigger tickets, and grow their business
like never before – all without adding more to
their to-do list.

Proudly offering all sizes
of ASPEN COILS

Specialized Parts and Supplies
Grilles • Controls • Motors • Coils
All Types of Refrigeration

• More in stock than anybody else!
• We take our time with ALL customers
• After-hours help available
• EPA classes available in-house
• Call the office for details and schedule

Call, stop in,
or visit us
online today!

Jim Hinshaw

up the company for improved
profitability, all phases of
the business.
He has provided highresults training for clients from
Calgary, Canada to Adelaide,
Australia. Hinshaw retired from
the contracting business in 1999
when he formed his own training
company, Sales Improvement
Professionals,
dedicated
to bringing his real-world
experience to help enhance your
sales and marketing efforts.
Hinshaw can be reached
at 602-369-8097, or via email at
jimhinshaw@siptraining.com.
And now as an AUTHOR:
“For those who might be
interested, he has a collection
of writings from the last 10
years. Stories of how one person
can ruin a relationship with a
customer, and how one can repair
it! Stories of the loss of service
in America, and how you can
improve customer service today.
Go to the following link for full
details on how to make this
collection yours!”
www.blurb.com/bookstore/
detail/2223484 to check out the
book – first 15 pages are free,
sample before you buy!
For more information please
contact him at Sales Improvement
Professionals, Inc., 18245 N.
66th Way, Phx, AZ, 85054;
Office Phone: 970-635-5675;
Cell Phone: 602-369-8097, or
visit www.siptraining.com; or on
Facebook: Sales Improvement
Professionals, Inc

9920 Westpark

Houston, TX 77063
Phone: 713-952-5191
Email: kmintl@wt.net
www.unitedacsupply.com

Check with us on our wide selection of heating/ac parts
and accessories priced right and in stock!

’
’
’
’
’

Simple, free registration
Free to the contractor programs
Dedicated support and training
Online account tools
More approvals with options for credit-challenged
homeowners

REGISTER B FTLFINANCE.COM
R call 800.981.9032
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PIPE PROP

Tested & Proven
In The Most
Severe Weather
Conditions From
Coast To Coast.
The Pipe Prop
Adjustable
System is:
>

Affordable

>

Easy to assemble

>

Time saving

>

Adjustable to any
height

Pipe Prop
Elevates and
Secures:
>

Condensate Drain Lines

>

Gas Lines

>

Electrical Conduit

Proudly Made
in America
ESR-4429

For more information
or to view the video
visit PipeProp.com
1.888.590.0120
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Confident comfort
that’s effortless.
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The Ion™ System Control puts you in
command of premium comfort by
unlocking the full potential of your
Comfortmaker® communicating
variable-speed home comfort system.
The Ion System Control combines
advanced touchscreen performance
with the convenience of remote access
via Wi-Fi®. Add an Ion Zoning
System* to control your comfort
room-by-room throughout your
home. It’s never been simpler or more
convenient to enjoy maximum
performance and energy savings.

™

10

Timely registration required.
See warranty certificate for
details and restrictions.

*Ion Zoning System is only available with Comfortmaker®
communicating, modulating gas furnaces and
communicating, variable-speed fan coils when connected
to the Ion System Control. Wi-Fi® is a registered
trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance Corporation.

Your local MORSCO HVAC Supply has the parts and
service you need to get the job done. Our fullystocked locations and knowledgeable staff get you in
and out and back on the job. Count on MORSCO HVAC
Supply for the supplies you need when you need
them.
To find your local branch, call (877) 709.2227 or visit
morscohvacsupply.com. www.morscohvacsupply.com
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Lee Rosenberg Named HVAC Legend

HINSHAW con’t

minutes to come out of the

I realize this will start

truck. Knock on the door,

a whole series of employees

step back 6 feet, social

Troy, Michigan - For his

saying, here is what you

distancing. Have them see

should do, pointing out to

contractors around the country.

and in 1995, he became the

to implement a standardized

plethora of accomplishments

He

Service

National Chairman of ACCA.

test for service technicians.

you put on the booties,

in the HVAC industry, The

Nation and served as the

After serving as Chairman of

What started as the ACE Exam,

others what they can do to

gloves and mask at the

ACHR News has awarded

organization’s Chairman of the

ACCA, he continued to work

transformed into the NATE

improve their ability to work

door. Give your name and

contractor Lee Rosenberg its

Board for nearly 10 years. In

hard to improve the industry.

Certification Program which

with customers. Not the

company quickly, hand them

Legend of the HVAC Award.

2003, he again got the HVAC

Lee was nominated by

point of this message. The

a card if you have one. Let

the

contracting itch and launched

then Governor George W.

point is to look in a mirror,

them know why you are

HVAC industry 45 years ago.

Rosenberg Indoor Comfort.

Bush to become the Chairman

to see what you (and me)

there, and then ask, have

It was with a local HVAC

The company is flourishing to

of the Texas Department of

locally with the City of San

can do to improve our first

you noticed anything about

company and Rosenberg was

this day with Lee having the

Licensing and Regulation’s

Antonio’s

hired to do sales and engineering.

title of Chairman while his

Air

Services

This was in 1974. The company

son Michael is the company

Refrigeration

Contractors

many years to help improve

had a revenue of $1.25 million

president.

Advisory Board. This group

the inspection process for the

impressions. And to realize

the system that you care to

that most of these perceptions

share. The first thing the

are

and

dentist says when you go in

sub-conscious, it happens

for a cleaning is; have you

without thinking of it.

noticed anything different

instantaneous

What

do?

that you want to share,

Starts with when we pull

sensitivity or uncomfortable

up to the house. Get out

feeling. We should do the

within 20 seconds. Have

same, any changes in your

your

booties,

comfort system, since they

we

mask

ready

are now at home almost all

arrive,

don’t

day long.

paperwork,

gloves,
when

can

and
you

Rosenberg

entered

co-founded

Conditioning

and

has attained amazing industry
acceptance over the years.
Lee

has

worked

Development
Department

for

a year. When Rosenberg left in

Rosenberg loves to get

works together to help enforce

local HVACR contracting

1985, the company was making

involved and help improve the

the HVACR contracting laws

community.

$9 million a year.

HVAC industry. Rosenberg’s

of the State of Texas and helps

for and helped implement

involvement in ACCA began

improve the professionalism

the

purchase

of

when he joined an ACCA Mix

of the industry in Texas.

and

cellular

phones

An HVAC legend had
been born.
In 1986, Rosenberg started

Group in 1986. He received

Metro-Tech Service Company.

a great deal of knowledge

A

few

years

later,

He lobbied
laptops
for

the field inspectors which

Rosenberg was nominated to

improved

the

permitting

His wife Betsy joined him in

from this group and wanted to

serve on the Citizens Advisory

and inspection process for

the business in 1988. After

become more involved with

Committee of the local utility

all parties concerned.

some rough years, Rosenberg

the industry. He has served on

company, CPS Energy. This

“Lee is a true legend of

spend 2 minutes in front of

Then we move into

created a powerhouse company

many committees and offices

group works together with local

the HVAC industry,” ACHR

the home pulling all that

our maintenance or repair

that he sold to a consolidator in

involving the industry. He

business leaders to help the local

News editorial director Kyle

together. Figure out a way

procedure, which is another

the 1998.

became a Board Member of the

utility company better serve the

Gargaro said. “He has done so

to have it all pre-arranged,

article

day.

Of course, that was not

Texas ACCA Chapter. In 1989,

citizens of San Antonio.

much to help this industry be

they are watching you and

Thanks for listening, we’ll

the end of Rosenberg and

Rosenbeg began his first term

The HVAC legend worked

get nervous when it takes

talk later. Stay healthy!

HVAC. He began to consult for

on the National ACCA Board

very hard with industry leaders

for

another

great. We are all grateful for
his dedication.”

Steve’s Plumbing is uniting with Shafer Services Plus
Two historic companies are joining forces to serve San Antonio
San Antonio, TX– Two

customers

imagine our delight in uniting

Antonio’s best plumbing and

of San Antonio’s oldest home

throughout the area. Robi

to become San Antonio’s

HVAC contractors.

services companies—Shafer

has become a plumbing

preferred option in plumbing

Services

leader,

Plus and Steve’s

some

4,500

for

Shafer

Services

a

Plus and Steve’s Plumbing

locally

and HVAC services,” said

compatible plumbing partner,

attribute their longevity to

but regionally, serving on

Chase Anderson, President and

Robi Jalnos selected Shafer

top-quality

forces to become one of

the Texas State Board of

CEO of Shafer Services Plus.

Services

and

the area’s largest and most

Plumbing Examiners where

experienced plumbing and

he was of Chairman of the

is

HVAC

Examination, Medical Gas,

plumbing

catalyst for this partnership

Water

added HVAC services to

customers first. Robi will

is the upcoming retirement

Specialists, and Personnel

their

the

be working with the united

right thing, even when no

of Steve’s Plumbing founder,

Committees for seven years.

invention of air conditioning

Steve’s Plumbing and Shafer

one is watching; be easy to

Robi Jalnos, who has served

Robi also serves as an

in the early 1900s. Since

Services Plus teams for the

do business with; exceed

San Antonio for more than

expert witness on plumbing-

then, the Shafer team has

next three years to assist in

expectations;

40 years. Robi started Steve’s

related matters across the

built much of San Antonio’s

the transition.

mutual respect for all.

Plumbing out of his mother’s

country. He’s considered a

residential and commercial

garage in 1978, naming the

national

infrastructure

business after his father,

businesses.

The

just

searching

Both

joining

Plumbing—are

not

In

generations to come.”

Supply

Protection

plumbing

expert

Shafer
San

Services

Antonio’s

Plus
oldest

company.

offerings

They

upon

of

Plus

the

knowledgeable
commitment

because

organization’s
team
to

a

business

workmanship
customer-focused
model.

Through

and

their union, they will operate

putting

under five core values: treat
people like family; do the

“It has been my honor

“The

and

provide

Shafer

and

including

to serve San Antonio for the

Steve’s

in all aspects of plumbing

installing the first commercial

past 40 years,” said Robi

are

Stephan Jalnos, a Holocaust

installation

products,

air conditioning in a high-rise

Jalnos, founder of Steve’s

marginal

survivor and plumber who

holding a Green Plumbers

Plumbing. “This has been

Chase Anderson. “We are

Certification and is an expert

office building in the United

passed away when Robi was

States

a young man.

in solar water heating.

and

own

at

San

Milam

Antonio’s

not

Plumbing
satisfied
service,”

teams
with
added

more than a job for me. It’s

committed to bringing value

in

my life’s work. That’s why

and world class service to

downtown.

I wanted to partner with the

everything we do because it is

Building

Since

then,

Steve’s

“For decades, our teams

Plumbing

has

grown

have had a mutual respect for

Today, Shafer serves more

Shafer Services Plus team to

an honor to be invited to work

to

one

San

one another’s history, skills,

than 6,000 residential and

ensure that my employees

in someone’s home, an honor

Antonio’s premier plumbing

and dedication to putting

commercial customers, and is

and customers will continue

that we will continue to earn

contractors currently serving

customers first—so you can

consistently rated among San

to be cared for like family for

for generations to come.”

become

of

the

heart

of

Target
your
market
and
ADVERTISE
with
AC-Today
Over
20,000
readers
a month!
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Construction Industry Adds 20,000 Employees in July but
Nonresidential Employment Dips
Gains in July are Limited to Residential Side as State and Local Governments and Private Owners Postpone and
Cancel Upcoming Projects; Association Urges Prompt Federal Action to Make up for Revenue Losses
specialty trade construction firms

manufacturing, trucking and other

concentrate

combined slipped by a more

sectors and will create assets that

modest 4.1 percent.

improve productivity, safety and

building and specialty trades,” said

specialty

increased by 20,000 jobs in July but

Ken Simonson, the association’s

firms—firms

the gains were limited to housing,

chief economist. “It is likely that

on residential new construction,

while

to

many nonresidential jobs are in

additions

renovations—

The industry’s unemployment

infrastructure and nonresidential

jeopardy following the completion

accounted for 24,000 additional

rate in July was 8.9 percent, with

building construction slipped by

of emergency projects and ones

jobs

contrast,

870,000

4,000, according to an analysis

begun

employment among nonresidential

workers

by

Projects that had been scheduled to

segments declined by 4,000 jobs.

were

employment

the

related

Associated

General

before

the

pandemic.

trade

construction

employment

Construction

that

and

in

July.

In

former
idled.

more

construction
These

than

figures

double

the

well-being for all.
“It is vital for officials of
both parties, both sides of Capitol
Hill, and the Administration to
come

to

agreement

of

start this summer or later are being

Compared to the most recent

July 2019 figures and were the

on

government data released today.

canceled by both public agencies

peak in February, employment in

highest July totals since 2013 and

infrastructure funding and other

Association

and private owners, while few new

the heavy and civil engineering

2012, respectively.

recovery measures,” said Stephen

facilities are breaking ground.”

construction

Contractors

that

of

America

officials

non-housing

cautioned

construction

segment

of

the

Association officials said the

E.

meaningful

promptly

Sandherr,

the

increases

in

association’s

job losses will continue unless

The employment pickup in

industry, representing firms that

best way to avoid the expected

chief executive officer. “Without

the federal government provides

July follow gains of 163,000 jobs

work mainly on highways and

future construction job losses is

quick action, the nonresidential

infrastructure funding for state

in June and 456,000 in May, the

other

7.4

for federal officials to quickly

job losses that began in July will

and local budgets, enacts liability

economist noted. Nevertheless,

percent below the February total.

enact and implement funding for

be quickly worsen and the nation

reforms and other relief measures.

construction

Employment

infrastructure, pass needed liability

will lose a golden opportunity to

employment

in

infrastructure—was

at

nonresidential

“It is gratifying that the

July remained 444,000 jobs or

building

trade

reforms and other pro-growth

start on improving infrastructure

construction industry continued to

5.6 percent below the recent

construction firms was 6.8 percent

recovery measures. They said

at

add jobs in July, but last month’s

peak in February.

less than in February. Employment

that investing in infrastructure

availability and low materials and

at

will add to employment in many

borrowing costs.”

Residential

gains were entirely in residential

building

and

and

residential

specialty

building

We would like to give a HUGE

TO OUR ASSOCIATE MEMBERS FOR THEIR
CONTINUED SUPPORT AND PARTICIPATION
WITHIN OUR LOCAL CHAPTER!

Welcome! NEW MEMBERS
CONTRACTORSS

ASSOCIATES

Custom Mechanical, Inc

Pronto Crane Services

Texas Refrigeration & AC Services

Hugh Cunningham Companies

Dan Hurd
Cypress, TX

Doug Vaughan
Cypress, TX

(713) 781-4822

Jason Momin
Houston, TX

Kathy Vasquez
Carrolton, TX

Info@TACCAGH.org www.taccagh.org

and

a

time

of

high

labor
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Infrared Thermometer
Testo 835-T2, 50:1 Optics,
Type K, -10 to +1500 °C

The Heyden Stanley Group brings quality Manufacturers, to Contractors, which help in the fight
against bacteria and microbials. All of the germ fighting products you see (and more) can be acquired
through our quality wholesalers throughout the Southwest. Contact your local wholesaler, or contact
The Heyden Stanley Group and we will help you find the products that you need.

Give us a call! 713.699.2525

www.heydenstanley.com
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for a limited
time only

Golf
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enduring legacy by providing long-lasting comfort you can count on.

BEAUMONT

675 M.L. King Pkwy, 77701
Phone: (409) 832-7409
Fax: (409) 832-1462

HOUSTON

2120 Shepherd Drive, 77007
Phone: (713) 868-8967
Fax: (713) 868-3045

HOUSTON

5935A South Loop East, 77033
Phone: (713) 645-0085
Fax: (713) 645-7498

HOUSTON

8304 Westpark, 77063
Phone: (713) 952-4601
Fax: (713) 952-0865

HOUSTON

15631 Blue Ash, #160, 77090
Phone: (281) 872-5200
Fax: (281) 872-4848

HOUSTON

6630 Roxburgh Dr Ste #175, 77041
Phone: (713) 466-5716
Fax: (713) 466-7530

KATY

22110 Merchants Way, Ste. 100, 77449
Phone: (713) 803-6240
Fax: (713) 803-6250

STAFFORD

10650 West Airport Blvd Ste. 180, 77477
Phone: (281) 988-5584
Fax: (281) 988-9533

Now Open!
CONROE

800 Old Montgomery Road Ste 200
Conroe, Texas 77301
Phone: (936) 230-5040
Fax: (936) 242-0178
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Product News

Daikin Applied Launches New Heat Pump Technology for Cost-Effective
Heating and Cooling in All Environmental Conditions
New Smartsource Dedicated Outdoor Air System Pairs Unmatched Heating Efficiency With 100 Percent Fresh, Outdoor Air
Minneapolis, MN. – Daikin Applied today introduced the
Daikin SmartSource® Dedicated Outdoor Air System (DOAS),

all while achieving 49 percent higher than ASHRAE 90.1-2016
minimum efficiency.

Dedicated Outdoor Air System is a new technology for facility
managers seeking a reliable and tech-forward way to ensuring
optimal indoor heating and cooling with unmatched efficiency.”

its next generation of heat pump heating technology that enables

“Striking the right balance between maintaining fresh, clean

efficient and cost-effective heating and cooling in all conditions

air throughout a building—and doing so cost-effectively—is no

using 100 percent of fresh, outside air. The new unit features

simple task, but it’s increasingly important today as we think

hot gas reheat coil in addition to the unit’s primary DX coil.

exclusive SmartBoost Heat Technology™, which allows for air

about how to achieve healthy indoor environments,” said Alan

as cold as 0 degrees Fahrenheit to enter without any pre-heating,

The resulting heating efficiencies—up to 5.1 ISCOP2 per AHRI

Youker, Daikin Applied Product Manager. “The SmartSource

The SmartSource DOAS taps a water source heat pump’s

920-2020—coupled with the latest advancements in electronically
commutated motors and industry-leading shaftless blower
technology help ensure premium performance.
Other key features of the new SmartSource DOAS include:
• Multi-stage, uneven compressor tandem that provides eight
stages of heating and cooling control, ranging from 100 percent to
30 percent operating capacity.
• Programmable options for either constant or variable
airflow control, ranging from 70 to 200 percent of nominal

airflow, and external static pressures over 2 inches achieved at
nominal unit airflow.
• Incorporation

of

Daikin’s

new,

BACnet-enabled

MicroTech controller, which marries advanced unit control, builtin control logic and smart safety features with a user-friendly

interface. The controller automatically selects between heating,
cooling or dehumidification modes of operation, and its dynamic
control can achieve discharge air temperature accuracy within one
degree under steady conditions.
The Daikin SmartSource DOAS is available today.

Carrier Introduces Innovative
EcoBlue Technology to Weather
Series Packaged Heat Pumps
The industry’s first beltless direct-drive
vane axial fan now available in rooftop
packaged heat pumps
Charlotte, N.C. — Carrier is pleased to announce that its
innovative EcoBlueTM Technology is now available in its Weather
Series packaged rooftop heat pump units. These products join the
popular gas and electric heating products already available with
EcoBlue Technology, completing a full line of EcoBlue products
for customers to choose from. Carrier.
EcoBlue Technology is now available in the WeatherMaster®
50GCQ models from 3- to 5-tons and can achieve a SEER rating

up to 16.2. This technology is also available in the WeatherMaker®
50FCQ models from 3- to 6-tons. In models ranging from 3- to

5-tons, these units achieve SEER ratings up to 14.3 and the 6-ton

model reaches an IEER rating of up to 15.0. These new units will
replace the current Weather Series heat pump offerings and provide
customers with the features and benefits of EcoBlue Technology
found in the other Weather Series rooftop units, as well as an
increase in efficiency ratings from the equivalent previous offerings.

The next Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Contractors
Advisory Board meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, October 20,
2020 at 10:00 a.m. The meeting will be held via videoconference.
The meeting will be broadcast on TDLR’s YouTube channel. When
the agenda and staff reports are available, they will be posted online.
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ATTENTION EQUIPMENT DEALERS:

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED, IN STOCK TODAY...

mini SPLITS

BIG PACKAGES
and everything in between

RESIDENTIAL • DUCTLESS • WATER HEATERS
COMMERCIAL • CHILLERS • THOUSANDS OF PARTS & SUPPLIES
Call your local rep today to learn about our 2020 Dealer Programs available at a reduced price.

Experience the difference with Century:
aPrivately-owned business

aHands-on Technical Training

aEasy Ordering

aDedicated Technical Support Team

aBetter Dealer Programs & Benefits

a26 Locations across Texas

aFast, friendly service

aFree Same-Day Delivery

We have the flexibility to meet your needs

Online, in person, over the phone - text or call!
We give you more perks than the standard program
We get you in and out so you can get back to work

With award-winning trainers

aDedication to Exceptional Service
We make it easy to do business

Knowledgeable team to help you over the phone
Find a location near you at CenturyAC.com
Call your local branch for details

Cedar Park • Dallas • Fort Worth • La Feria • Lewisville • Mansfield • Mesquite • Richardson • South Austin • San Marcos • San Antonio • Waco • West San Antonio
Angleton • Barker Cypress • Bay City • Beltway • Conroe • Lufkin • Gulfton • Humble • Katy • League City • Stuebner • West 43rd • Winkler

Shop Online 24/7 at CENTURYAC.COM d
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ACHIEVE SUPERIOR RESULTS
WITH LUXAIRE® DEALER
SUCCESS PROGRAMS.
Luxaire® Dealer Success programs offer the
most comprehensive set of independent HVAC
contractor business support tools available in
the industry. Highlights include :
First-year unit replacement program

Training through the Ducted Systems

backed by the manufacturer

AcademyTM, a one-stop location for
professional development and training

Exclusive Angie’s List support featuring a
dedicated Luxaire®-level team

Truck decals designed and printed by
trusted, proven partners

Dealer locator listing on the Luxaire

®

website, with priority listing for Certified

Personal use rebate for Luxaire® dealers,

Comfort Expert TM -level contractors

employees, friends and family members

Financing support for residential and
commercial customers

Interested in learning how you can benefit from Luxaire® Dealer Success programs?

Contact your local Solar Supply Distributor, the region’s largest distributor
of Luxaire® equipment, for complete details: SolarSupplyLuxaire.com

jci10360-SolarSupply-Luxaire-Ad-10.25x14-ACToday-D22a.indd 1

6/23/20 3:59 PM
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Quality TDLRApproved CE
for ACR License
Renewal

HARDI Releases Skilled Trades
Documentary, Hot Commodity
Columbus, Ohio – Heating, Air-conditioning & Refrigeration Distributors International
(HARDI) is pleased to announce the release of their feature-length film, Hot Commodity. A behindthe-scenes look at young people finding success in an industry that provides much more than

TDLR Provider #1126

comfort. The film Hot Commodity showcases the lives of different individuals that are currently
working in the HVACR industry and tells their stories on how they found their way to it. The film

also highlights the demand for skilled people to enter the workforce and highlights the vast array

of careers that are present in the indispensable industry. “I believe this film can be pointed toward
parents, who a majority still believe success is defined by going to college when there are so many

other great career paths that don’t need a college degree. Even having conversations with my parents
now, they regret telling me college was my only path,” says Jessie Suriano, Director and Producer
of the film. The film features interviews with different industry leaders and employees, who share

personal stories on their career path, the growing demand for new talent to the industry, and the

limitless possibilities that can come with a decision to enter the industry. Hot Commodity aims
to combat stigmas surrounding skilled labor and trade professions and highlights this alternative
path as a very viable option for people to consider when making decisions for their future. “Our

goal was to shift the conversation. There is a notion that college equals success. This isn’t always
the case. There are a lot of opportunities in the HVAC industry and the trades as a whole,” says
HARDI Director of Marketing, and film Executive Producer, Chris DeBoer. “We wanted to bring

awareness that there is a solid career to be had, with less debt and the same, if not more, opportunity

as someone who completed a 4-year degree.” The primary intent is to reach an audience of curious

individuals that are constantly scouring streaming platforms, eager to learn about things that they
may be unfamiliar with. HARDI also plans to slice and dice the film into shorter bits that can be used
in different ways, to different target audiences.

Hot Commodity is now available to stream on Amazon Prime and HARDI Hub. Learn more
about the film at http://hotcommodityfilm.com/.

HARDI Distributors Report 24.3% Percent
Revenue Increase in June
Columbus, Ohio– Heating, Air-conditioning & Refrigeration Distributors International
(HARDI) released its monthly TRENDS report, showing the average sales performance by HARDI
distributors was an increase of 24.3% percent during June 2020.

The average annual sales growth for the 12 months through June 2020 is 3.4 percent.

This 8-hour course was developed around top
requested topics from class participants.
TACCA has established Health Protocols for classes that
must be followed for the health and safety of our instructors and participants.
FREE for TACCA Members!
Sept 11—Beaumont
Sept 12—Hurst
Sept 12—San Antonio
Sept 17—Lubbock
Sept 19—Corpus Christi
Sept 19—Houston
Sept 26—Austin
Oct 3—Denton
Oct 3—Harlingen
Oct 17—Houston
Oct 17—Hurst
Oct 24—Burleson

Online Continuing
Education
TACCA Members
Now $45 $49
Industry Partners
$59
www.TACCA.org

Manual J Outcomes & Humidity Mgmt #22269

“The strong report this month was as expected and a welcome relief after two very challenging

months,” said HARDI Market Research & Benchmarking Analyst Brian Loftus. “We were hoping

for a gain in the 20s because this month had two extra billing days than June 2019 when five of our
seven regions had fewer than normal cooling degree days and two important markets struggled with

very heavy rain. Even after adjusting for the number of billing days and comparing the year-to-year
cooling degree days per region, the report looks like a solid start for cooling season.

The Days Sales Outstanding (DSO), a measure of how quickly customers pay their bills, is now

at 42 days. “The DSO had increased by a couple days this spring which would be consistent with an
economic slowdown,” said Loftus. “The DSO is now at or below where it was during June 2018 and

June 2019. Maybe the increase this spring had more to do with COVID-19 operational disruptions
than economic weakness or fatigue.”

“This week we see GDP is down by -33% and HARDI distributors sales growth is 24%. That

is quite a contrast,” said Loftus. “Both these numbers are exaggerated by special factors. Both were

Expectations from Manual J
 Envelope, sensible and latent loads
 Overhangs and windows
 Insulation
Managing Humidity
 Components of humidity
 What influences humidity level in a building
 Slabs and crawlspaces
Tools for Successful Business
TDLR laws and rules (required one hour)
NOTE: This course covers Manual J theory, not calculations

as expected and that is a relief. Both numbers will remain under pressure while the COVID-19 risk
persists. That uncertainty will suppress confidence, demand and employment, GDP growth and
HARDI distributor sales.”

HARDI members do not receive financial compensation in exchange for their monthly sales data and can
discontinue their participation without prior notice or penalty. Participation is voluntary, and the depth of market
coverage varies from region to region. An independent entity collects and compiles the data that can include products
not directly associated with the HVACR industry.

REGISTER AT
WWW.TACCA.ORG
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Sep 30, 2020
New - Evaluating Your HVAC System’s Readiness to
Mitigate the Spread of SARS-CoV-2

Oct 6, 2020
Variable
Applications

Refrigerant

Flow

System:

Design

and

Oct 8, 2020

A

NEWS

ASHRAE, founded in 1894, is a global society
advancing human well-being through sustainable
technology for the built environment. The Society and its
more than 56,000 members worldwide focus on building
systems, energy efficiency, indoor air quality, refrigeration
and sustainability. Through research, standards writing,
publishing, certification and continuing education,
ASHRAE shapes tomorrow’s built environment today.
More information can be found at www.ashrae.org/news.

ASHRAE Learning Institute
Announces 2020 Fall Online
Course Series
Post COVID-19 Building Reopening Course
Among New Training Offerings
Atlanta – ASHRAE Learning Institute (ALI) has opened
registration for its 2020 Fall Online Instructor-led Course
Series. The series which begins on September 10 and concludes
on December 15, features 18 new or updated courses.
“ASHRAE’s online course series successfully engages
built environment professional through in-depth, practical
instruction on a wide variety of topics,” said Charles E.
Gulledge III, P.E. “This course series is structured to expand
knowledge and provide professionals with an exceptional
level of understanding to address today’s building challenges.”
Evaluating Your HVAC System’s Readiness to Mitigate
the Spread of SARS-CoV-2 expounds on the online ASHRAE
COVID-19 details for reopening buildings and the Building
Readiness Plan for HVAC systems. The course will focus on
the re-occupancy of existing buildings through the evaluation
of HVAC systems and how they can be altered to improve
their ability to mitigate the transmission of a virus, like
SARS-CoV-2 that creates the COVID-19 disease and how to
potentially future proof them for the next epidemic.
Three-hour short courses are $299 ($224 ASHRAE
Member), two-hour courses are $198 ($149 ASHRAE Member)
and one-hour courses are $99 ($74 ASHRAE Member).
The following is the full fall online course series schedule:

Sep 10, 2020
New - An Introduction to ASHRAE Existing Building
Commissioning Process

Sep 16, 2020
Updated - Air-to-Air Energy Recovery Applications: Best
Practices

Sep 22, 2020
New - Humidity Control: Avoiding Five Common Design
Problems

Sep 23, 2020
High-Performance Building Design: Application and
Future Trends

Sep 24, 2020
New - Advanced High-Performance Building Design:
Key Concepts for Lifelong Building Sustainability

New - Health Impacts of Indoor Air Extraction,
Ventilation, and Filtration – Same or Different?

Oct 12, 2020
Updated - Fundamentals of Ultraviolet Germicidal
Irradiation (UVGI) for Air and Surface Disinfection

Oct 13, 2020
New - The Commissioning Process and Stakeholder
Management

Oct 14, 2020
New - Smart Grid Systems, Applications and Integration
with the Built Environment

Oct 20, 2020
New - Hospital HVAC – Infection Mitigation, Comfort,
Performance

Oct 22, 2020
Humidity Control II: Real-World Problems and Solutions

Nov 9, 2020
Guideline 36: Best in Class HVAC Control Sequences

particles by 95%. For a well-mixed space, this would require
three air changes (three times the building volume) of outdoor
air (or three equivalent air changes including the effect of
filtration and air cleaners) as detailed in the calculation
methodology. There is also guidance on methods to increase
the quantity of outdoor air introduced by systems.
• Energy Recovery Ventilation (ERV) Systems
Operation: Guidance is provided to assist in determining
if an energy recovery system using an energy wheel is well
designed and maintained and whether it should remain in
operation. Based on the assessment of ERV conditions, it may
be possible to fix problems and return it to service.
• Building Readiness Modes of Operation for the
Building: These should include the following:
- Epidemic Operating Conditions in Place (ECiP)
Occupied- at pre-epidemic capacity
Occupied- at reduced capacity or Unoccupied temporarily
Operation during building closure for indefinite periods
- Post-Epidemic Conditions in Place (P-ECiP)
Prior to Occupying
Operational Considerations once Occupied
The guidance still addresses the tactical commissioning
and systems analysis to develop a Building Readiness Plan,
increased filtration, air cleaning strategies, domestic and
plumbing water systems, and overall improvements to a
systems ability to mitigate virus transmission.
To view the complete ASHRAE Building Readiness guide
and other COVID-19 resources, visit ashrae.org/COVID-19.

Nov 17, 2020
Advanced Designs for Net Zero Buildings

Dec 3, 2020
Updated - Laboratory Exhaust Stacks: Safe and Energy
Efficient Design

Dec 8, 2020
Updated - Successfully Managing
Legionellosis Using Standard 188-2018

the

Risk

of

Dec 15, 2020
Avoiding IAQ Problems
For more information and to register, please visit ashrae.
org/onlinecourses.

ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force
Releases Updated Building
Readiness Guide
Clarified HVAC systems’ guidance for
reopening of buildings
Atlanta – As many buildings are preparing to reopen
during this pandemic, the ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force
has updated its reopening “Building Readiness” guidance for
HVAC systems to help mitigate the transmission of SARSCoV-2.
“The Building Readiness Guide includes additional
information and clarifications so that owners can avoid
operating their HVAC systems 24/7,” said Wade Conlan,
ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force Building Readiness Team
lead. “By rolling out this updated guidance, we are providing
a more robust structure for building owners to complete the
objectives of their Building Readiness Plan and anticipate the
needs of building occupants.”
Specific updated recommendations to the building
readiness guidance include the following:
• Pre- and Post- Occupancy with Outdoor Air: The
intent of this strategy is to ensure that infectious aerosol in
the building at the end of occupancy is removed prior to the
next occupied period. The building is flushed for a duration
sufficient to reduce concentration of airborne infectious

ASHRAE Announces IAQ 2020
New Conference Dates and
Call for Papers
Atlanta – ASHRAE has announced that the IAQ 2020
Conference in Athens, Greece, will be postponed until
September 13-15, 2021. A new call for papers also has been
announced for the conference. The deadline for abstract
submissions is December 21.
Organized by ASHRAE and the Air Infiltration and
Ventilation Centre (AIVC), the theme of the conference,
“Indoor Environmental Quality Performance Approaches,”
focuses on the metrics, systems, sensors and norms necessary
to implement performance approaches.
“Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) has been the core of
ASHRAE’S IAQ series of conferences for the past 30 years,”
said Max Sherman, co-chair of IAQ 2020. “This conference
has expanded from only covering indoor air quality
concerns, to exploring indoor environmental quality which
includes indoor air pollution, thermal conditions, acoustics
and illumination and their interactions. The COVID19
crises has required us to hold IAQ2020 one year later but
allowed us to expand the scope further to include IAQ in a
post-COVID world.”
In addition to the original conference topics, the
conference steering committee is seeking papers related to
the scientific challenges that the world faces following the
COVID-19 pandemic, which include:
Role of ventilation and building airtightness in epidemic
preparedness
Filtration and disinfectant options to control COVID-19
Face-covering impacts on indoor air quality
HVAC and IEQ in a post-COVID world
Authors have the option to submit either a conference
paper or an extended abstract and to state their preference
for either an oral or poster presentation. Submissions are
due December 21, 2020. If accepted, complete manuscript
submissions are due April 19, 2021. For more information,
visit ashrae.org/IAQ2020.
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The

spotlight

Mitsubishi Electric Trane
HVAC US Announces Sabrina
McCorvey New Senior Director
of Continuous Improvement

Jeff Seagle to retire after
30 years of successful Executive
Service with Robroy Industries

ACCA Announces
Matt Levinson as New Member
Services Coordinator

To read the complete stories on our Spotlight People please visit www.ac-today.com

Product News
Venstar’s New Explorer Mini Fan Coil Digital Thermostats Deliver Big Features in a Small Footprint
Most Affordable Wi-Fi Thermostat Available
Chatsworth, Calif — Venstar®, a
leading thermostat and energy management
systems (EMS) manufacturer, launched its new
Explorer® Mini Fan Coil digital thermostats,
the most affordable programmable Wi-Fi®
thermostats on the market. Available in
residential and commercial models, Explorer
Mini thermostats pack big features into a small
footprint of just 3.2 inches wide by 3.2 inches
high and less than an inch deep. Explorer Mini
thermostats are now available throughout
North America from Venstar’s exclusive
network of Wholesale HVAC Distributors.
“Explorer Mini thermostats help save
energy and improve indoor comfort while
taking up less wall space. The most affordable
programmable Wi-Fi thermostat available,
Explorer Mini is also one of the smallest,”
said Steve Dushane, president and CEO of
Venstar Inc. “With the Skyport Mobile App,
users can remotely control their Explorer Mini
thermostats from virtually anywhere.”
Both the Explorer Mini Fan Coil
residential (T2100) and commercial models
(T2150) feature:
• Built-in Wi-Fi, enabling remote access
to monitor and control;
• Small, compact size that is simple
to install;

• Large, easy-to-read display with
bi-color LED Heat/Cool indicator;
• Seven-day
programmability
and
switchable to non-programmable;
• Remote control with Skyport® Cloud
Services, including Global changes and
Geofencing;
• Compatibility with Venstar’s free
Skyport Mobile App;
• Compatibility with Venstar’s Wireless
Temperature Sensor (Model ACC-TSENWIFI)
to remotely measure air temperatures such as
indoor, outdoor, return air or supply air;
• Setpoint
limiting
and/or
total
keypad lockout;
• Auto-Changeover;
• Two- or four-pipe configurable;
• Three speed fan control;
• Dry contact for condensate overflow or
occupancy sensors;
• Title 24 compliance and Open ADR
2.0b certified;  
• Compatibility with Amazon® Alexa
and Google Assistant;
• Compatibility with virtually every type
of heating and cooling system; and
• Keypad lock to avoid tampering,
ensuring control of energy usage.
The commercial model also includes:

Override capability and Pre-occupancy
fan purge.
Optional accessories include a locking
cover (ACC-0630), three sizes of wall plates
and Venstar’s Wireless Temperature Sensor
(ACC-TSENWIFI).
Mobile App Delivers Remote Access
and Control
With Venstar’s free Skyport Mobile
App, users can access and control Explorer
Mini thermostats with their Apple® iOS and
Android™ mobile devices. From the mobile
app, users can:
• Remotely view thermostat information,
such as name and location of the thermostat,
current weather and forecast and equipment
status (heating, cooling, off);
• Control thermostat settings, such as
change heat and cool setpoints and thermostat
modes;
• View equipment status: heating,
cooling and off, including lockouts;
• Automate “Home” or “Away” with
geofencing or set “Home” or “Away” at the
touch of a button;
• Enable or disable the Time Period
Schedule;
• View thermostat alerts, such as supply
air temperature*, time for service and air

filter replacement;
• View current system temperatures with
high and low values for the day including
indoor and outdoor temperatures as well as
supply air temperatures; and
• View heating and cooling runtimes for
the day, current week and previous week.
Advanced Programming Features
On the Skyport Cloud website, users
have access to more advanced programming
options, including global changes to
temperature, mode, time period schedules,
Holidays and vacations as well as geofencing.
For additional integrations, Venstar’s
Application Programming Interface (API)
enables developers and installers to integrate
the thermostats with other third-party systems,
including most home automation systems.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
JOHNSTONE SUPPLY

- SEPTEMBER 2020 TRAINING CALENDAR

For info call Juan Villela at 210-829-1934 Ext. 155 - or email to: juan.villela@johnstonesupply.com
Broadway - 9311 Broadway Suite 200 / Downtown - 30 Essex St. Ste. 101 / Alamo Downs - 6900 Alamo Downs Ste. 140

TIME

DATE

DAY

1-Sep
2-Sep
3-Sep
8-Sep
10-Sep
15-Sep
17-Sep

Tu
W
Th
Tu
Th
Tu
Th

5:00pm - 7:30pm
8:30am - 5:00pm
8:00am - 10:30am
5:00pm - 7:30pm
8:30am - 10:30am
5:00pm - 7:30pm
8:00am - 4:00pm

17-Sep
22-Sep
29-Sep
30-Sep

Th
Tu
Tu
W

2:00pm - 4:00pm
9:00am - 12:00am
9:00am - 11:00am
8:00am - 10:30am

CLASS

LOCATION

CLASS CODE

Price

Broadway NATE AC - Heat Pump Specialty Exam Prep Class Part 1
Broadway TDLR License Renewal CE - Upcoming Industry Changes
Broadway Goodman / Liberty ComfortBridge & CoolCloud Overview
Broadway NATE AC - Heat Pump Specialty Exam Prep Class Part 2
Broadway System Operation Analysis - Fieldpiece JobLink
Broadway NATE AC - Heat Pump Specialty Exam Prep Class Part 3
Broadway ESCO EPA Review & Exam

605-125
605-115
605-159
Included
605-105
Included
605-101

$225
$125
$40

Broadway
Broadway
Webinar
Broadway

605-102
605-126
605-160
605-161

S90
$185
FREE
$40

ESCO EPA Exam Only
NATE AC-Heat Pump Specialty Exam
Goodman/Liberty ComfortBridge Air Conditioning Systems
Goodman / Liberty ComfortBridge Heat Pump Systems

FREE
S165

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE: We WILL follow Covid-19 Safety Guidelines.
Please do not attend if you are sick, coughing, sneezing or running a fever.
Classes are limited to 10 persons.
ALL ATTENDEES WILL BE REQUIRED TO WEAR MASKS AT ALL TIMES DURING TRAINING.

We Can Help You Pass the ACR
License Exam the First Time
Fewer than 4 out of 10 people pass the Texas Air Conditioning
and Refrigeration Contractors Exam. Our time-tested prep
course, taught by qualified instructors, nearly doubles your
potential to pass. We can’t guarantee you will pass (no company can), but you don’t have time to take a test like this twice.
Let us show you proven strategies you can use to help you pass
the exam the FIRST time!

$475 TACCA Member

INDUSTRY EXPERTS IN HVAC/R BUSINESS.

BECOME A
JOHNSTONE
SUPPLY PARTNER!
*No fees applied

$575 Non-member

Discounted book package with class registration.
Sept 12-20 Houston

All 2-day classes

Oct 9-10 D/FW Area

8am—5pm

Oct 24-25 San Antonio

CALL (713) 868 8967 NOW AND
ASK HOW YOU CAN BECOME A
JS PARTNER TODAY!
*No fees applied when committed to a JS Partnership.
Fees apply for Coleman Dealership Programs.

Nov 21-22 Austin
Dec 12/13 Houston

Serving you in the Houston, Beaumont,
Conroe, Katy, and Stafford area.

education@tacca.org
800/998-HVAC(4822)
www.tacca.org

Call/Text Us: Buy Online:
713-868-8967

Buy thru App:

www.JohnstoneSupply.com/39

OE Touch

/7!
Shop online 24
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AHRI Releases June 2020 U.S. Heating and Cooling Equipment Shipment Data
Residential Storage Water Heaters
U.S. shipments of residential gas storage water heaters for
June 2020 increased 17.6 percent, to 411,726 units, up from
350,053 units shipped in June 2019. Residential electric storage
water heater shipments increased 23.7 percent in June 2020 to
414,469 units, up from 334,995 units shipped in June 2019.

Commercial Storage Water Heaters
Commercial gas storage water heater shipments decreased
19.9 percent in June 2020, to 6,116 units, down from 7,638 units
shipped in June 2019. Commercial electric storage water heater
shipments decreased 15.5 percent in June 2020, to 11,286 units,
down from 13,354 units shipped in June 2019.

Year-to-date U.S. shipments of residential gas storage
water heaters decreased 1.5 percent, to 2,217,780 compared to
2,252,366 shipped during that same period in 2019. Residential
electric storage water heater shipments increased 5 percent
year-to-date, to 2,226,268 units, compared to 2,120,806 shipped
during the same period in 2019.

Year-to-date U.S. shipments of commercial gas storage
water heaters decreased 13.7 percent, to 39,867 units, compared
with 46,211 units shipped during the same period in 2019. Yearto-date commercial electric storage water heater shipments
decreased 10.1 percent, to 69,995 units, down from 77,828 units
Baton Rouge leads
shipped during the same period in 2019.

Warm Air Furnaces
U.S. shipments of gas warm air furnaces for June 2020
decreased 9.1 percent, to 321,509 units, down from 353,700
units shipped in June 2019. Oil warm air furnace shipments
decreased 15.1 percent, to 2,180 units in June 2020, down from
2,568 units shipped in June 2019.

Housing Recovery
Continues at Gradual Pace
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Wi-Fi®Gulf Coast Ecosystem
CapableYork®
Restoration Council Seeks
Residential Public Comment on Priorities
Communicatfor $139.6 million
– The Gulf Coast Ecoing Control Dallas
system Restoration Council
Milwaukee – The new (Council) recently released
Wi-Fi®-capable York® Af- a draft Initial Funded Prifinity™ Residential Com- orities List that would fund
municating Control from approximately $139.6 milJohnson Controls offers an lion in restoration activities.
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Contractors save instal- governors from the five affectlation time with familiar ed Gulf States, the Secretaries
four-wire connections to from the U.S. Departments
all York® Affinity™ gas of the Interior, Commerce,
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tor-accessible menus. Ther- A&M University 6:00 p.m.
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generic messages for faults
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U.S. Manufacturers’ Shipments of Central Air Conditioners
and Air-Source Heat Pumps

(preferred method); by mail
to Gulf Coast Ecosystem
Restoration Council, Attention: Draft FPL Comments,
Hale Boggs Federal Building, 500 Poydras Street, Suite
1117, New Orleans, La.,
70130 or by e-mail to draftfplcomments@restorethegulf.
gov; or in person during formal public comment periods
at any of the public meetings.
Connect with EPA Region 6:
On Facebook: https://www.
facebook.com/eparegion6
On Twitter: https://twitt e r . c o m / E PA r e g i o n 6
Activities in EPA Region
6: http://www2.epa.gov/
aboutepa/epa-region-6south-central

HVAC
Industry
Loses
Forrest
Fencl,
Ultraviolet
Treatment
Pioneer

Handbook chapters related
to ultraviolet air and surface
treatment.

American Standard Heating
& Air Conditioning is Gold
Winner

Want to SAVE on CRANE costs?
aEasy to

operate

aLightweight
aircraft
aluminum

aBattery

operated

aZero turning
radius

aNothing

please visit our
website at
www.ac-today.
com

extends
underneath
the a/c unit

aPatent

Pending
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Product News

Johnson Controls Launches OpenBlue
Cork, Ireland – Johnson Controls
(NYSE: JCI), the global leader for smart
and sustainable buildings, is launching
OpenBlue – a complete suite of connected
solutions and services that combine the
Company’s 135 years of building expertise
with cutting-edge technology. This open
digital platform, when integrated with
Johnson Controls core building systems
and enhanced by Fortune 100 technology
partners, will make shared spaces safer,
more agile and more sustainable.
Johnson Controls OpenBlue is the
culmination of years of research and
development by the Company’s industryleading engineers and data scientists
around the globe, to create the “blueprint
for the future” to guide smart, sustainable
buildings. The new suite of connected
solutions enables previously unimaginable
occupant experiences, respectful safety and
security, and impactful sustainability, driven
by cutting-edge connected technology.
Connectivity is critical to achieve this
goal: building systems must work together
and communicate to be effective. OpenBlue
was designed with agility, flexibility and
scalability in mind, to enable buildings to
become dynamic spaces. In leveraging the
OpenBlue platform, customers will be able

to manage operations more systemically,
delivering buildings that have memory,
intelligence and unique identity. The
platform infuses the OpenBlue suite of
solutions and services with award-winning
artificial intelligence (AI), combining data
from both inside and outside of buildings.
OPENBLUE SOLUTIONS
By combining traditionally separate
systems, OpenBlue will enable the
connection of every part of a building to
create new possibilities for smarter, more
efficient and sustainable spaces.
OpenBlue customers will be able to:
• Respond with dynamic flexibility.
OpenBlue will enable buildings to switch
into different modes to address various
critical situations. Modes can include
management of building access, air flow,
elevator movement, door locks, lighting,
and open collaboration, as well as other
environmental and safety settings.
• Deploy
COVID-19
solutions.
OpenBlue connects Johnson Controls
products, technology and services to help
customers get back to work as safely and
efficiently as possible. These solutions
and services include contact tracing, social
distance monitoring, thermal cameras, clean

air, touchless environments, compliance
and
reporting
management,
energy
optimization, advanced safety monitoring
and more
• Select from tiered services for
their needs. OpenBlue will contain a suite
of tiered, AI-infused service solutions
delivering advanced capabilities such as
remote diagnostics, predictive maintenance,
advanced risk assessments, compliance
monitoring and more.
• Security at the center of the
solutions. OpenBlue was designed with
safety at its core and will enable customers
to access secure by design solutions. Each
of the OpenBlue offerings are developed
with robust design protocols for security
and privacy process.
• Increase energy savings and
improve indoor air quality (IAQ). By
connecting HVAC equipment with new data
and AI, users of the platform can expect
20-60 percent cost savings by optimizing
the performance of the full HVAC system
across energy costs and IAQ parameters.
DIGITAL
PLATFORM
AND
PARTNERSHIPS
Johnson Controls OpenBlue platform
brings together traditional operational
technology, existing IT systems and
cloud applications infused with AI and
cutting-edge technology such as digital
twins, enabling insight, integration and
collaboration. OpenBlue will enable
operating technologies to seamlessly
communicate and integrate across a broad
range of systems.
“Connectivity is the key to making
buildings work harder for us,” said Mike
Ellis, executive vice president, chief
customer and digital officer, Johnson
Controls. “This new suite of solutions will

enable previously unimaginable outcomes
for our customers by connecting buildings
to unique software capabilities, providing
insight to deliver high customer value. We
are partnering with a number of leading
technology companies and thought leaders
in various sectors to roll-out tailored
solutions in the coming months.”
A NEW JOHNSON CONTROLS
BRAND
“The launch of OpenBlue is a radical
approach to dynamic spaces,” said
Phil Clement, vice president and chief
marketing officer, Johnson Controls. “The
brand identity was created with a number of
factors in mind: Open refers to an optimistic
future and the platform’s open architecture
to enable products to work with various
solutions. The color blue is core to Johnson
Controls branding for the past 135 years
and gives a nod to our strong heritage in the
buildings space.”
OpenBlue technology experts will
lead proprietary ‘OpenBlue – Blueprint of
the Future’ customer workshops, thought
leadership webinars and insight sessions to
help customers reimagine the possibilities
of built environments and map out
capabilities for spaces and places to power
a unique customer mission.
Johnson Controls partners with global
Fortune 100 companies to bring together
leading expertise with open data platforms,
leading software applications and AI, core
building systems and smart edge devices.
The new technology ecosystem delivers
new vision, while reimagining the future of
workplaces, including hospitals, schools,
stadiums, cities and more.
To read more about OpenBlue and stay
updated as new solutions roll out, please
visit: JohnsonControls.com/OpenBlue.

Ritchie Introduces the
AccuProbe™ IR Leak Detector
Ultimate sensitivity, accuracy and reliability with the YELLOW
JACKET® AccuProbe™ IR Leak Detector.
Bloomington, MN – Ritchie Engineering
Company, Inc., the leader in service tools for
HVAC/R professionals and manufacturer of
YELLOW JACKET® products, is proud to
introduce their new AccuProbe™ IR Leak
Detector. Identifying the smallest leaks is now
fast and easy. The AccuProbe™ IR detects
all CFC, HCFC, HFC and HFO refrigerants,
including R-134A, R-404A, R-410A and
R-1234YF. The SmartAlarm® LED shows the
size of the leak on a rising scale. Coupled with
two modes for sensitivity, the AccuProbe™
IR will locate a leak of any size. For more
information, please visit https://yellowjacket.
com/product/accuprobe-ir-leak-detector/.
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CASTILLO TRAINING
•TDLR 8 HR CE CLASSES •
Please check website as new course material
is approved.
Stay Home and be Safe.
Laredo Corpus Christi Pharr San Antonio
TDLR No. 1362 Class No.

•Load Calculation Workshop•
TBA

•Compressor Workshop•
TBA

• LICENSE PREP CLASSES•
•EPA Exams• 1st Friday of the month
•NATE Exams•
Phone: (210) 828-0234 Fax: (210) 828-0242
silverfox0001@earthlink.net www.castillotraining.com

Over 20 Hvac Design Programs!
Hvac Load Calcs (Both ACCA and ASHRAE), Duct
Sizing, Energy Analysis, Sales Proposals, Pipe Sizing,
Gas Vent Sizing, Psychrometrics, Refrigeration, More!

New!

Rhvac Online $49/up ACCA approved
Manual J, D, and S calculations. Works on
phones, tablets, iPads, and computers

$199/up To add CAD Drawing Features, Graphic
Sales Proposals, Bill of Materials, & Gas Vent Sizing

Register for Free Trial Version!

www.elitesoft.com

* Complete Could Based Service and Project Management Software
* Scheduling & Dispatching
* Crew Scheduling
* Service Agreement Management
* Equipment Tracking
* Residential & Commercial
* Field Service Management
* Dashboard KPI's
* Marketing Scorecard
* Integrated Payment Processing
* QuickBooks Integration
* Easy to Learn & Use
* Access from Anywhere

800-329-8326
Team Management Systems, Inc.
www.servicefactor.com * sales@servicefactor.com * www.teamservice.com

Read the newest issue online!

ac-today.com
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93%

of American Standard
dealers agree that our
products are easy to service.

88%

of people
like dogs.

AMERICAN STANDARD:
MORE POPULAR THAN PUPPIES.
It’s hard to get everyone to agree on something—but we’ve come close. American Standard’s
proven quality, ease of use and customer satisfaction make it easy for dealers to love—and sell.

American Standard received a 93% ease-of-service score among current dealers in a proprietary Dealer Brand Health Study conducted
by Trane Technologies in 2019. Dog feelings were reported by an AP-Petside.com poll conducted by GfK Custom Research in 2009.

See why it makes sense to sell us more at

BUDA

2845 BUSINESS PARK DR.
(512) 441-8998
ACES AC Supply, Inc. - Your Independent
American Standard Distributor.

ACESSUPPLY.COM
AUSTIN - NORTH

1810 RUTHERFORD LANE
(512) 832-7881

CORPUS CHRISTI

1157 HENDRICKS ROAD
(361) 853-5050

HOUSTON - NORTH
420 E. TIDWELL
(713) 691-5170

HOUSTON - SOUTH
5801 SOUTH LOOP E.
(713) 738-3800

HOUSTON - WEST

5248 BRITTMOORE ROAD
(713) 849-4070

SAN ANTONIO

3835 STAHL ROAD
(210) 656-6900

amsd.us/dogs

SAN ANTONIO

6814 ALAMO DOWNS PKWY
(210) 457-5272

SPRING

601 SPRING HILL DR.
(281) 907-5000

STAFFORD

10155 MULA ROAD
(281) 977.6980

